It makes the difference:

- The Access references' kit
- High power handling
- Extended low frequency response
- Large soundstage, accurate treble and high dynamic sound
- The Focal sound

### Technical characteristics:

- **165mm (6-1/2") woofer**
- **25mm (1") voice coil**
- **85mm (3-1/3") magnet**
- Aluminum inverted dome tweeter
- 12/12dB/octave (4.8kHz) separated crossover
- Adjustable tweeter level (3 level settings)
- Max. power: 120W - Nom. power: 60W
- Sensitivity (2.8V/1m): 92dB
- Frequency response: 60Hz - 20kHz
- Accessories: flush mounting and surface mounting supports provided (tweeter)